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The flipIT® Multi-Use Computer Desk

Now with metal base cabinets for
great performance, economy and appearance.

Genuine flipIT® Convertible Workstations get the computer 
out of the way when text materials are needed more.    
Instantly flips into position with no wasted class time.

Laser cut metal detailing is an option that lets you custom-
ize your look.  Feature your stylized logo or graphics into 
the modesty panel.  Adds ventilation flow, too!



The flipIT Laptop Safe® may be installed on model 205 
computer table legs as an alternate design.

The flipIT Laptop Safe® may be installed 
for multi-use laptop computer class-
rooms.  The L23 (shown) or L18 can be 
specified to accommodate the appro-
priate range of laptop sizes and power/
data connections.



SFI-362630-K19-LM

Single flipIT Metal Desk, 36”
FI Series;  Single flipIT Metal Desk; one FIK-19 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support system (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 aspect ratio 
VESA compliant LCD monitor with case width up to 18.875”), flipIT 
lock optional; one 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated 
mouse fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside 
of desk back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along 
rail (rail is .75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic 
pattern on outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire 
management trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top 
finished with high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel 
base powder coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; 
includes 1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking 
casters optional; 36” W x 26” D x 30” H.

SFI-362630-K23-LM

Single flipIT Metal Desk, 36”
FI Series; Single flipIT Metal Desk; one FIK-23 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 widescreen 
VESA compliant LCD monitors with case width up to 23”), flipIT lock 
optional; one 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated mouse 
fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside of desk 
back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along rail (rail is 
.75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic pattern on 
outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire management 
trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top finished with 
high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel base powder 
coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; includes 
1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking casters 
optional; 36” W x 26” D x 30” H.

SFI-422630-K19-LM

Single flipIT Metal Desk, 42”
FI Series;  Single flipIT Metal Desk; one FIK-19 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support system (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 aspect ratio 
VESA compliant LCD monitor with case width up to 18.875”), flipIT 
lock optional; one 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated 
mouse fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside 
of desk back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along 
rail (rail is .75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic 
pattern on outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire 
management trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top 
finished with high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel 
base powder coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; 
includes 1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking 
casters optional; 42” W x 26” D x 30” H.

SFI-422630-K23-LM

Single flipIT Metal Desk, 42”
FI Series; Single flipIT Metal Desk; one FIK-23 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 widescreen 
VESA compliant LCD monitors with case width up to 23”), flipIT lock 
optional; one 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated mouse 
fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside of desk 
back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along rail (rail is 
.75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic pattern on 
outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire management 
trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top finished with 
high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel base powder 
coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; includes 
1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking casters 
optional; 42” W x 26” D x 30” H.

SFI-602630-K23-LM

Single flipIT Metal Desk, 60”
FI Series; Single flipIT Metal Desk; one FIK-23 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 widescreen 
VESA compliant LCD monitors with case width up to 23”), flipIT lock 
optional; one 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated mouse 
fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside of desk 
back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along rail (rail is 
.75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic pattern on 
outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire management 
trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top finished with 
high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel base powder 
coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; includes 
1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking casters 
optional; 60” W x 26” D x 30” H.

DFI-602630-K19-LM

Double flipIT Metal Desk, 60”
FI Series; Double flipIT Metal Desk; two FIK-19 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 aspect ratio 
VESA compliant LCD monitor with case width up to 18.875”), flipIT 
lock optional; two 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated 
mouse fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside 
of desk back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along 
rail (rail is .75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic 
pattern on outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire 
management trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top 
finished with high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel 
base powder coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; 
includes 1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking 
casters optional; 60” W x 26” D x 30” H.

DFI-662630-K19-LM

Double flipIT Metal Desk, 66”
FI Series; Double flipIT Metal Desk; two FIK-19 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 aspect ratio 
VESA compliant LCD monitor with case width up to 18.875”), flipIT 
lock optional; two 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated 
mouse fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside 
of desk back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along 
rail (rail is .75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic 
pattern on outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire 
management trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top 
finished with high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel 
base powder coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; 
includes 1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking 
casters optional; 66” W x 26” D x 30” H.

DFI-662630-K23-LM

Double flipIT Metal Desk, 66”
FI Series; Double flipIT Metal Desk; two FIK-23 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 widescreen 
VESA compliant LCD monitors with case width up to 23”), flipIT lock 
optional; two 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse trays with integrated mouse 
fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside of desk 
back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along rail (rail is 
.75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic pattern on 
outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire management 
trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top finished with 
high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel base powder 
coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; includes 
1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking casters 
optional; 66” W x 26” D x 30” H.

DFI-722630-K19-LM

Double flipIT Metal Desk, 72”
FI Series; Double flipIT Metal Desk; two FIK-19 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 aspect ratio 
VESA compliant LCD monitor with case width up to 18.875”), flipIT 
lock optional; two 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse tray with integrated 
mouse fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside 
of desk back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along 
rail (rail is .75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic 
pattern on outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire 
management trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top 
finished with high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel 
base powder coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; 
includes 1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking 
casters optional; 72” W x 26” D x 30” H.

DFI-722630-K23-LM

Double flipIT Metal Desk, 72”
FI Series; Double flipIT Metal Desk; two FIK-23 flipIT rotating LCD 
display support systems (Patent # 7,784,412) (holds 16:9 widescreen 
VESA compliant LCD monitors with case width up to 23”), flipIT lock 
optional; two 26” x 8” keyboard/mouse trays with integrated mouse 
fence and wire management pass through; CPU Rail on inside of desk 
back panel allows CPU Hanger placement anywhere along rail (rail is 
.75” x 1.5”, order CPU Hanger separately); laser cut graphic pattern on 
outside of desk back panel optional; 1” x 1.5” steel wire management 
trough, wire management grommets on sides; MDF top finished with 
high-pressure laminate and edged in 2mm PVC, steel base powder 
coated in black textured, silver textured, or nevada beige; includes 
1.5” diameter heavy duty steel floor leveling glides, locking casters 
optional; 72” W x 26” D x 30” H.

CPU-HANGER

CPU Hanger
CPU Hanger; hangs from CPU Rail by a hook; fits CPUs 5.375-9.875” 
w, CPU Hanger is 16” d x 19.5” h. Available in black textured, silver 
textured, or nevada beige.

CPU-HANGER-GR

CPU Hanger with Graphic Pattern
CPU Hanger; hangs from CPU Rail by a hook; fits CPUs 5.375-9.875” 
w, CPU Hanger is 16” d x 19.5” h. Available in black textured, silver 
textured, or nevada beige. Includes laser cut graphic pattern.

OPT-GR36

Graphic Pattern, 36” desk
Add laser cut graphic pattern to back panel of 36” wide Desk

OPT-GR42

Graphic Pattern, 42” desk
Add laser cut graphic pattern to back panel of 42” wide Desk

OPT-GR60

Graphic Pattern, 60” desk
Add laser cut graphic pattern to back panel of 60” wide Desk

OPT-GR66

Graphic Pattern, 66” desk
Add laser cut graphic pattern to back panel of 66” wide Desk

OPT-GR72

Graphic Pattern, 72” desk
Add laser cut graphic pattern to back panel of 72” wide Desk
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